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The nation’s growth and the need to meet mobility,
environmental, and energy objectives place demands on public
transit systems. Current systems, some of which are old and in need
of upgrading, must expand service area, increase service frequency,
and improve efficiency to serve these demands. Research is
necessary to solve operating problems, to adapt appropriate new
technologies from other industries, and to introduce innovations into
the transit industry. The Transit Cooperative Research Program
(TCRP) serves as one of the principal means by which the transit
industry can develop innovative near-term solutions to meet
demands placed on it.

The need for TCRP was originally identified in TRB Special
Report 213—Research for Public Transit: New Directions,
published in 1987 and based on a study sponsored by the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration—now the Federal Transit Admin-
istration (FTA). A report by the American Public Transportation
Association (APTA), Transportation 2000, also recognized the need
for local, problem-solving research. TCRP, modeled after the
longstanding and successful National Cooperative Highway
Research Program, undertakes research and other technical activities
in response to the needs of transit service providers. The scope of
TCRP includes a variety of transit research fields including plan-
ning, service configuration, equipment, facilities, operations, human
resources, maintenance, policy, and administrative practices.

TCRP was established under FTA sponsorship in July 1992.
Proposed by the U.S. Department of Transportation, TCRP was
authorized as part of the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA). On May 13, 1992, a memorandum
agreement outlining TCRP operating procedures was executed by
the three cooperating organizations: FTA; the National Academies,
acting through the Transportation Research Board (TRB); and 
the Transit Development Corporation, Inc. (TDC), a nonprofit
educational and research organization established by APTA.
TDC is responsible for forming the independent governing board,
designated as the TCRP Oversight and Project Selection (TOPS)
Committee.

Research problem statements for TCRP are solicited periodically
but may be submitted to TRB by anyone at any time. It is the
responsibility of the TOPS Committee to formulate the research
program by identifying the highest priority projects. As part of the
evaluation, the TOPS Committee defines funding levels and
expected products.

Once selected, each project is assigned to an expert panel,
appointed by the Transportation Research Board. The panels prepare
project statements (requests for proposals), select contractors, and
provide technical guidance and counsel throughout the life of the
project. The process for developing research problem statements and
selecting research agencies has been used by TRB in managing
cooperative research programs since 1962. As in other TRB activ-
ities, TCRP project panels serve voluntarily without compensation.

Because research cannot have the desired impact if products fail
to reach the intended audience, special emphasis is placed on
disseminating TCRP results to the intended end users of the
research: transit agencies, service providers, and suppliers. TRB
provides a series of research reports, syntheses of transit practice,
and other supporting material developed by TCRP research. APTA
will arrange for workshops, training aids, field visits, and other
activities to ensure that results are implemented by urban and rural
transit industry practitioners. 

The TCRP provides a forum where transit agencies can
cooperatively address common operational problems. The TCRP
results support and complement other ongoing transit research and
training programs.
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FOREWORD
By Christopher W. Jenks

Staff Officer
Transportation Research

Board

This report presents the results of a research task carried out under TCRP Project
D-7, Joint Rail Transit-Related Research with the Association of American Rail-
roads/Transportation Technology Center, Inc., Transit Switch Design Analysis
(Phase I). Under this task, a new switch design concept for transit was developed. A
prototype of the switch will be produced and tested in Phase II of the effort. This report
should be of interest to engineers responsible for design, construction, maintenance,
and operation of rail transit systems. 

Over the years, a number of track-related research problem statements have been
submitted for consideration in the TCRP project-selection process. In many instances,
the research requested has been similar to research currently being performed for the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and the freight railroads by the Association of
American Railroads’ (AAR) Transportation Technology Center, Inc. (TTCI) in Pueblo,
Colorado. Transit track, signal, and rail vehicle experts reviewed the research being
conducted by TTCI. Based on this effort, several research topics were identified where
TCRP funding could be used to take advantage of research currently being performed
at the TTCI for the benefit of the transit industry. A final report on one of these efforts
is presented in this publication.

Transit Switch Design Analysis (Phase I)

Transit switch designs in the early 1900s were quite sophisticated by today’s stan-
dards. These switches gave excellent service for many years, often outliving the lower
cost but simpler replacement designs that followed. Many of the earlier designs became
obsolete because most were unique to a particular transit system, and in some cases,
casting patterns are no longer available.

At a number of transit systems, it has been observed that often the best-
performing switches on their systems were the oldest switches. The original switches
often had service lives of 50 years or more and often outlive replacement switches
by 100 to 1,000%. 

In this project, TTCI modeled the performance of trains operating over an older,
tangential design spiraled geometry Number 8 turnout, an AREMA Number 8 lateral
turnout with a curved switch design, and several variations of these two designs. The
study was designed to determine the switch characteristics that contribute to the good
performance and long life of the older switches. Based on this evaluation, a switch
design encompassing these characteristics was developed. A prototype of this design
will be produced and field tested in Phase II of the project. 
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Transportation Technology Center, Inc. (TTCI), a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Association of American Railroads (AAR), modeled the performance of Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) B-IV cars operating over a SEPTA
tangential design spiraled geometry Number 8 lateral turnout, an American Railway
Engineering Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) Number 8 lateral turnout
with a 13-ft curved switch design, and several variations of these two designs. The
study was designed to determine which switch design features contribute to the good
performance and long service life of the SEPTA switches. These design elements will
be applied to current switch design to develop a low-cost, high-performance switch for
future use.

No discussion of switch geometry is complete without the rest of the turnout. The
selection of switch geometry affects the turnout closure curve alignment. The relative
lengths of the SEPTA car versus the switch and turnout make inclusion of the entire
turnout essential to the study. The switch is 13 ft long with the lead length of the num-
ber 8 turnout being 57 ft. The B-IV car is 68 ft long with the truck spacing producing
a 48-ft wheelbase. Thus, when the trailing truck of the car is moving through the switch,
the lead truck is moving through the frog. Thus, the track modeled included the entire
turnout with track beyond the frog being tangent at the frog angle. To reflect the actual
analysis done, the term “turnout” is used in the report, even though the focus of the
study is clearly on the switch design. In most of the scenarios modeled, the switch pro-
duced the maximum forces or accelerations. However, in some operating scenarios, the
turnout closure curve alignment may generate the maximum forces or accelerations.

The as-built SEPTA tangential design spiraled geometry Number 8 lateral turnout
performs well in comparison with the per-plan AREMA Number 8 secant, circular
geometry switch turnout. In its intended service of 5- to 15-mph operation, the switch
is superior to the AREMA switch in minimizing loads and accelerations. However, the
SEPTA switch turnout does show higher than desired accelerations under B-IV car
operations. This may cause ride quality concerns at higher speeds.

Parametric studies of some design features were conducted to determine their effects
on switch performance. Tangential switch entry is essential to the good performance of
the SEPTA switch. Elimination of a kink angle and its resultant abrupt spike in dynamic

SUMMARY

TRANSIT SWITCH DESIGN ANALYSIS (PHASE I)



loading produce a smooth ride and more even switch wear. The spiral switch entry and
exit curves are effective at smoothing the ride through the switch, minimizing jerk by
evening out the change in accelerations. However, the very small radius of closure
curve may adversely affect ride quality for certain types of equipment (i.e., longer cars)
or service (higher speeds).

The advantages of the SEPTA switch turnout are not fully realized because of the
longer length of the B-IV cars. The extremely short radius closure curves of the turnout
cause the cars to “stringline,” creating relatively high lateral forces. These forces
increase rapidly with speed. The AREMA designs, with their larger radius closure
curves, better accommodate the longer cars at higher speeds.

The use of Austenitic Manganese Steel (AMS) castings for the switch points in the
SEPTA switch produces a tough, durable switch point. When introduced, the AMS
point was vastly superior to rail steels of the time. However, modern rail steels perform
as well as AMS in curve wear. The layout of current switches, with good geometry and
guardrails, make the advantages of AMS almost redundant. The high cost of fabricat-
ing AMS switch points makes it an uneconomic choice for modern switches.

The housed switch point is a feature that provides benefits for switches with signif-
icant diverging traffic. The switch point is thickened to make it more robust and dimin-
ish the risk of split switch derailments. The stock rail is diminished to accomplish this,
which may result in a foreshortened life for this component. A housing would help to
eliminate the sharp dynamic loading and localized wear at the point of switch on AREMA
switches seen in the field, as well as those seen in NUCARS™ simulations done for
this study. The running surface discontinuity at the point of switch seen at the gage face
is especially important if guardrails are not used in the switch.

Guardrails in the switch are needed for safety reasons. The guardrails ensure that a safe
operation is maintained as the switch wears and deforms. The guardrail and back of wheel
flange contact are nearly vertical, even on worn components. Thus, wheel climb is less
likely than with worn wheel flange/switch point contact. As for switch performance, the
dynamic loads in the switch are little changed. Switch point life is improved by transfer-
ring wear from switch point to guard rail.

Use of guardrails in front of the switch protects the switch points from impacts. The
good switch geometry and housed point design of the SEPTA switch diminishes the
effectiveness of the guardrails.

Separating the point of switch from the point of curvature (or point of spiral in the
case of the SEPTA switch), where the point of curvature comes first, is good for rela-
tively low-speed mainline operations. The mainline trains have to negotiate a small
curve as a penalty for making the diverging route curve somewhat larger. This design
is a compromise between a lateral switch and an equilateral switch, but is biased heav-
ily toward a lateral switch configuration. This also helps the curved switch point at the
expense of the straight switch point by lining up wheels for the diverging route curve
prior to the switch point. This contributes to the good wear performance of the SEPTA
switches.

The NUCARS™ simulations suggest that the best replacement for the SEPTA Num-
ber 8 spiral switch turnout would be a modified AREMA Number 8 turnout with a
housed switch point, a tangential entry to the switch, a switch rail with a radius of 
372 ft, and the closure rail of the same radius as the switch rail. The lead length of this
turnout is 59 ft, but the frog is larger than a Number 8. This turnout produces smooth
steering of B-IV cars for both the facing point and trailing point runs. Wheel lateral
loads are comparable to the SEPTA turnout at low speeds and are lower at higher
speeds. Unlike the SEPTA turnout, the increase in lateral loads is quite gradual—from
5 to 25 mph. This change in the maximum wheel lateral loads from 5 mph to 25 mph

2
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is less than 20%. The improved ride quality for this replacement turnout is also evident
from smaller car body lateral and yaw accelerations, reduced axle lateral and yaw
accelerations, lesser vertical unloading and loading of the wheels, and lower L/V ratios.
Further, the improved ride quality gives tread and flange wear indices that are gener-
ally uniform through the turnout curvature, thereby indicating even wear and probably
a longer life for this replacement option.

Phase II of this project will develop a replacement switch for the SEPTA spiral
design. The aforementioned modified AREMA switch will serve as the starting point
for this design.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Transit switch designs in the early 1900s were quite sophis-
ticated by today’s standards, with features that have been redis-
covered and are being implemented in modern high-speed
switch designs. These switches gave excellent service for
many years, often outliving the lower cost but simpler replace-
ment designs that followed. Many of the designs became
obsolete because most were unique to a particular transit
company and, in some cases, casting patterns were no longer
available.

TCRP members observed that often the best performing
switches on their systems were the oldest switches. The orig-
inal tangential and spiral geometry switches often had service
lives of 50 years or more. Additionally, these switches would
outlive their replacement designs by 100 to 1,000%.

The switches produced in the 1900s share some or all of
the following features:

• Tangential geometry (no entry kink angle);
• Spiral geometry (variable switch curvature);
• Housed switch points;
• Austenitic Manganese Steel (AMS) switch points and

stock rails;
• Guard rails in front of the switch; and
• Guard rails in the switch.

The Switch Design Evaluation Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) selected a design used by the Southeastern Pennsyl-
vania Transit Authority (SEPTA) as a representative of a
good performance switch design. Table 1 lists the features of
the SEPTA spiral switch turnout compared with an Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Maintenance of Way Association
(AREMA) Number 8 lateral switch turnout. The objectives
of the two switch designs are clearly different. The SEPTA
switch turnout is built for ride quality with smoothed transi-
tions and spiral curves to minimize the rate of change of accel-
erations. The AREMA switch turnout is built for economy,
speed, and component durability. By having a large kink
(entry) angle and large radius closure curve, the design
geometry of the AREMA switch turnout maximizes allow-
able speed under the “cant deficiency” rule—the Federal Rail-
road Administration’s (FRA) rule for speed in curves. The
SEPTA switch turnout designers were not subject to this rule;

thus minimum switch closure curve radius and maximum
cant deficiency were not important issues for them.

Figure 1 compares the layouts of the SEPTA and the
AREMA switches. The geometry and alignment differences
can be seen from this plot. The SEPTA switch spiral geom-
etry produces a lower entry angle for facing point and a lower
exit angle for trailing point movements.

1.1 SEPTA SWITCH INSPECTION

On May 23, 2000, Transportation Technology Center, Inc.
(TTCI) and SEPTA track engineering personnel inspected a
SEPTA spiral geometry switch at Erie Avenue on the Broad
Street Subway line based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The
switch was measured for gage, cross level, and running sur-
face profiles to be used in the switch design modeling effort.
A total of 25 profiles were measured through the diverging
route of the switch and were used to develop the vehicle track
dynamics model of the switch. An accurate representation of
the track running surface is essential in the simulation. Pro-
files were measured at 24-in. intervals throughout the diverg-
ing route switch point. Additional measurements were made
for 10 ft in front of the switch point. Profile measurement
spacing was reduced to 6 in. in the critical point of switch
area where running surface changes are more abrupt. Near
the point of switch, the profile included the stock rail running
surface as well.

Table 2 lists the locations of the measurements, as well as
the corresponding gage error and cross level. The gage error
as listed is defined as the difference between the left rail lat-
eral perturbation and right rail lateral perturbation. A plus
(+) value indicates a wide gage, while a minus (−) value
indicates a tight gage. Similarly, cross level is defined as the
difference between the left rail vertical perturbation and the
right rail vertical perturbation. The signs of cross levels
given in the table are for the facing point runs such that a
plus value indicates that the left rail is higher and a minus
values indicates that the right rail is higher. The signs for the
trailing point runs will be opposite to those shown in the
table. As can be seen, a wide gage exists all through the
turnout. Gage error is greatest near the point of switch at



about 1 in. This is because of the design vertical and lateral
point slopes and some wear. The point slopes create a short
distance “hole” in the gage face. Wheels will span this hole
with little effect. Also a full riser height of 0.125 in. is appar-
ent in the table.

The condition of the switch points, stock rails and closure
rails, all installed in 1926, was very good overall. Profiles of
the diverging route switch point and stock rail show that they
have very little wear and flow after many years in service.
Figures 2 and 3 show a cross-section running surface profile
and photographs of the switch at various locations.

The cross-section profile shown in Figure 2 is taken at the
point of switch. The profile indicates the type of wear seen in
the switch point/stock rail pair. The switch point gage face
largely conforms to moderately worn wheel flanges. There is
metal flow to the field side of the stock rail as indicated by

5

the squared corner and vertical field side railhead. This pro-
file also shows the amount of point depression remaining.
The switch point is approximately 7/64 to 1/8 in. below the stock
rail crown here. The original point depression was 1/4 in. in
121/2 in. in 1926. The design switch riser was 1/8 in., reaching
this height at 90 in. from the point of switch. The small
“bump” in the stock rail running surface seen just to the field
side of the center of the rail is not actually there; it is an arti-
fact of the way the profile is measured. The profile is mea-
sured in two parts—gage side part and the field side part—
with the bump being a slight misalignment of the two halves.
Such discontinuities were eliminated in the profiles used in
the dynamic simulation.

As the photographs of the point of switch show (Figures
3 a and b), there was no deformation in the area where wheels
strike the point. There is also little wear on the switch point in

TABLE 1 Comparison of SEPTA and base case turnout designs

Switch Design Feature SEPTA AREMA Number 8 

Type Lateral Lateral 
Lead Length  57 feet 59 feet 

Geometry: Entry Angle Tangential Non-Tangential 
Geometry: Curvature Spiral (840-210 feet) Curve (616.55 feet) 

Allowable speed             
(cant deficiency rule) 

12.5 mph 20.3 mph 

Point: Configuration Housed Undercut 
Point: Material AMS casting Rail steel 
Point: Guarding Yes No 

Closure Curve Guarding Yes No 

Figure 1. SEPTA and AREMA switch geometry (plan view).
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TABLE 2 Location of switch point profile measurements

Location from POS (feet) Feature Gage Error 
(inches) 

Cross Level 
(inches) 

-10 Start guard 0.375 -0.0625 
-8  0.3125 -0.0625 
-6  0.3125 -0.125 
-4  0.375 -0.125 
-2  0.4375 -0.0625 
-1  0.625 0.0625 

-0.5  0.625 0.0625 
0 Point of switch 1.0 0.125 

0.5  1.0 0.125 
1  0.875 0.125 

1.5  0.875 0.125 
2  0.8125 0.125 
4  0.8125 0.125 
6  0.75 -0.125 
8  0.625 -0.25 
10  0.5 -0.25 
12  0.375 -0.25 
14  0.375 -0.125 
16 Heel 0.375 -0.125 
18  0.25 -0.125 
20  0.125 -0.0625 
22  0.25 0.0 
24  0.4375 0.125 
26  0.375 0.125 
32  0.4375 -0.125 

Figure 2. Switch point running surface profile at the point of switch.



the first 2 ft as is typically seen in tangential switches. This
indicates that the turnout has good alignment both horizon-
tally and vertically. The third photograph (Figure 3c) shows
an area where the switch point riser is at its full height of
about 1/8 in. above the stock rail. The hollowed portions of
wheel treads would cross the stock rail at this location. The
characteristic blending of the stock rail and switch point run-
ning surface wear bands can be found in this location.

TTCI verified that the switch point and stock rail were
from the original installation in 1926 from the rolling dates
on the rails in the turnout.

7

1.2 WHEEL INSPECTION

Worn wheel profiles were measured at the car shop that
maintains the cars running over the measured switch. Ten in-
service wheels were measured to produce a representative
profile for modeling. Figure 4 shows a profile from this data-
base. The wheels were all similar in shape with various
amounts of wear and had relatively good profiles with mini-
mal flange wear and tread hollowing. A wheel profile with a
moderate amount of wear was selected to represent the B-IV
car wheels for the vehicle track dynamics model.

Figure 4. Typical worn SEPTA B-IV car wheel profile.

a. Point of Switch b. Point of Switch

c. Switch Point at 6 feet d. Switch Point at 16 feet

Figure 3. Erie Avenue switch inspection: point of switch (a and b), at 6 feet (c), and at 16 feet (d).
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CHAPTER 2

NUCARS™ MODEL DEVELOPMENT

TTCI’s NUCARS is a vehicle-track dynamic simulation
program (1) used extensively by the railroad industry to
develop car and special track work designs. The NUCARS
program reads input data from a file defining mechanical char-
acteristics of the vehicle and from a file defining the geometry
of the track to be simulated. The file of vehicle mechanical
characteristics is referred to as a vehicle model, and the file
containing track geometry is referred to as the track model.
These models are discussed in the following sections.

2.1 VEHICLE MODEL

The NUCARS™ vehicle model was created using SEPTA
B-IV D/E car characteristics. The B-IV cars, equipped with
four powered axles, were built by Kawasaki. The cars have
H-frame trucks, chevron primary suspension, and secondary air
suspension. The principal dimensions of the car per Drawing
No. 9400010, “General Arrangement (D/E),” are as follows:

• Car length over couplers: 67 ft 10 in.;
• Car width: 10 ft;
• Car height: 12 ft 23/32 in.;
• Floor height: 4 ft 2 in.;
• Rigid wheel base: 6 ft 10 in.;
• Wheel diameter: 28 in.; and
• Truck centers: 47 ft 6 in.

An empty car weight of 72,600 lb and loaded car weight of
108,664 lb were used to calculate the required car body mass
and mass moment of inertias for the vehicle model.

The information provided on 120-deg V-Chevron springs
(2), arranged 11 deg from the vertical, was used to provide
connections between the H-frame trucks and the axles. One
pair of V-springs per journal was used to provide the follow-
ing characteristics:

• Vertical stiffness: 8,900 lb/in.,
• Longitudinal stiffness: 106,000 lb/in., and
• Lateral stiffness: 17,000 lb/in.

The design vertical static loads per journal were defined as
follows:

• 7,161 lb (empty car at about 3.5 Hz);
• 8,530 lb (all seats occupied, no standees at about 3.2 Hz);
• 9,848 lb (load for endurance calculation); and
• 11,669 lb (“crush load,” maximum load for strength).

Given that dynamic stiffness would be higher by about 25%
to 45% than the static stiffness, a dynamic “crush load” of as
much as 1.45 × 11,669 = 16,920 lb per journal is sustainable.

The secondary suspension provided between the car body
and the bolsters used air bags. The air bags help in providing
noise control; leveling to maintain floor height; keeping the
car body natural frequency constant; and providing isolation
from bounce, pitch, and car body vertical bending frequen-
cies. The properties derived from an equivalent mechanical
system were used in the vehicle dynamic model.

Other components of the vehicle model were side bearing
pads, vertical wear sleeves at center pins, traction rods, lat-
eral bump stops, inclined lateral shock absorbers, vertical
shock absorbers, and the wheel-rail connections. Overall,
12 bodies and 60 connections were used to assemble the
vehicle’s dynamics model for the NUCARS™ simulation.
The NUCARS™ vehicle model was simplified by using non-
powered trucks. Although the use of powered trucks may
change the magnitude of lateral loads, it should not materi-
ally affect relative comparisons of switch designs.

2.2 TRACK MODELS

The track model comprises track geometry data and the
track curve data. The track geometry data is used to specify
perturbed track input to the model and consists of lateral and
vertical perturbation amplitudes of each rail at some speci-
fied positions along the track. The track curve data, on the
other hand, is used for specifying superelevation and the cur-
vature information of the track.

For all switch designs, the switch is modeled as a turnout:
through the closure rails and a straight (tangent) frog so that
trailing axles may operate through the switch. Track beyond
the frog extends as tangent from the frog along the frog angle
to the main line. The length of the SEPTA vehicle is such that
the leading truck of a car is on the frog when the trailing truck
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is on the switch. This track configuration, essentially a turnout
with a moveable point frog, allows full analysis of vehicle
performance on the switch while minimizing the effects of
the frog or track layout beyond the frog.

Thus, all simulations were done using this type of turnout
model to analyze the effects of switch design features. The
term “turnout” will be used to describe the track models ana-
lyzed in the report.

2.2.1 SEPTA Turnout

The SEPTA tangential design spiraled geometry switch is
in a Number 8 lateral turnout. It has a spiral geometry (840 ft
to 210 ft). The alignment, gage, cross level, and vertical pro-
file in NUCARS™ were modeled according to inspection
measurements made by TTCI personnel. The track curvature
information was used from Drawing No. V-97163 and Draw-
ing No. 7-W-16984, both provided by SEPTA (3, 4). Track
models for both the facing point diverging right and trailing
point diverging left moves were made. This case is desig-
nated as “SEPTA As-is.”

A variation of the SEPTA switch with a nontangential
geometry was also developed to simulate conditions some-
what similar to the AREMA design. This was done by intro-
ducing an entry (kink) angle in the track curve data. Intro-
duction of an entry angle equal in magnitude to that of the
AREMA design entailed changing the SEPTA switch turnout
curvature geometry substantially. This option on the equality
of entry angle magnitudes was therefore abandoned. Instead,
it was decided that a change should only be made in the
840-ft-radius arc and that the rest of the switch curvature data
should not be changed. Drawing No. V-97163 shows that the
point of switch is 6 ft from the beginning of the 10-ft-long 840-
ft-radius arc when looking in the facing point direction. A kink
angle having a magnitude of 8′11″ (0.1364 deg) was introduced
at the point of switch. The radius of the remaining 840-ft arc,
following the point of switch, was then changed to 1680 ft. The
rest of the original curve data was used. In this manner, the
lead length equal to that of the SEPTA As-is turnout was main-
tained. This case is designated as “SEPTA-Kink.”

2.2.2 AREMA Replacement Turnout

The comparison switch used for the design analysis is the
nontangential, AREMA Number 8 lateral turnout with curved
split switch and uniform risers (5). The length of the switch
rail is 13 ft with a switch radius of 616.55 ft corresponding
to Point Detail No. 5100 per Portfolio of Trackwork Plans of
AREMA. The top cut is 6 ft and the full riser height is 1/4 in.
The angle at point (entry angle or kink angle) is 1 deg, 41
min., 31 sec. (1.692 deg). The curved closure rail is 41.05 ft

long and has a radius of curvature of 550.75 ft. The actual
lead, equal to the distance between the point of switch and
1/2-in. point of frog, is 58 ft, 111/8 in.

The track geometry data and the track curve data were
modeled as they would be for a new AREMA Number 8
turnout. This case is designated as “AREMA As-is.” Track
models for both the facing-point diverging-right and trailing-
point diverging-left moves were made.

Again, to identify and evaluate the performance due to
changes in the design features, four different variations of the
AREMA Number 8 turnout were developed to compare their
performance with the SEPTA switch. These four variations
are as follows:

• Tangential AREMA Number 8 turnout (without entry
angle) designated as “AREMA-Case 1.”

• Tangential AREMA Number 8 turnout with switch and
curved closure rail radii of 372 ft to give a lead length
equal to that of the AREMA As-is turnout. This case is
designated as “AREMA-Case 2.”

• Tangential AREMA Number 8 turnout with curved clo-
sure rail of same radius as switch rail radius designated
as “AREMA-Case 3.”

• Nontangential AREMA Number 8 turnout with curved
closure rail of same radius as switch radius designated
as “AREMA-Case 4.”

Table 3 lists the features of the design variations described.

2.3 WHEEL/RAIL CONTACT MODEL

The wheel/rail contact model describes the contact between
the wheels and the rails. This description is provided for var-
ious lateral positions (shifts) of the wheelset relative to the
rails. In addition, contact geometry is defined as a function of
distance along the track. Even though the SEPTA switch has
AMS casting points and the AREMA switch has rail steel
points, a distinction regarding steels is not made in the con-
tact model.

Positions of contact between the wheelset and rails for var-
ious shifts of the wheelset relative to the rails are calculated
using the profile geometry of each wheel; the wheels’ radii;
the back-to-back spacing of the wheels and the profile shapes
of the two rails, their cant angle, and the track gage. Corre-
sponding to each contact position, the pertaining geometric
parameters (e.g., wheelset roll angle, rolling radii difference,
contact angles, and contact areas) are calculated based on the
assumptions of the Hertzian contact between the wheels and
rails. By defining these at various locations along the turnout,
the wheel/rail contact model all through the switch is thus
defined. Between any two consecutive locations along the
track, the contact model defined for the first location is used.
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2.3.1 SEPTA Turnout

The 25 measured running surface (rail) profiles of the
track (Section 1.1) and the representative wheel profile
(Section 1.2) were used to determine the contact geometry
between the wheelset and the different rail profile combi-
nations through the switch and turnout. These contact
geometries thus provided the actual operating contact con-
ditions through the diverging route of the switch and
turnout.

2.3.2 AREMA Turnout

The wheel/rail contact model for the AREMA route was
calculated by using the representative wheel profile of Sec-
tion 1.2 and the new 136RE 10-in. crown rail profiles for the
switch point and stock rail pair. A rail cant of 1 in 40 was also
used. A larger number of contact geometries along the track
were calculated for the top-cut region of the switch to prop-
erly simulate the contact conditions in this area where run-
ning surface changes are more severe.

TABLE 3 Features of modeled switch/turnout design variations

Design Name
Design 

Description

Lead
Length
(feet) 

Entry
Angle

(degrees) 

Switch
Curve 
Type

Switch 
Radius
(feet) 

Closure Curve
Radius(feet) 

Allowable 
Speed (6)

(mph)

SEPTA-as built 
Tangential 

Spiral 
57 0 Spiral 840 210 12.5 

SEPTA Kink 
Secant, 
Spiral 

57 0.1364 
Circular 

and Spiral 
1,680 210 12.5 

AREMA (Plan 
No. 920-51) 

Secant, 
Circular 

59 1.692 Circular 616 551 20.3 

AREMA Case 1 
Tangential, 

Circular 
73 0 Circular 616 551 20.3 

AREMA Case 2 
Tangential, 

Circular, 
Balanced (7) 

59 0 Circular 372 372 16.7 

AREMA Case 3 
Tangential 

Circular 
Balanced 

76 0 Circular 616 616 21.5 

AREMA Case 4 
Secant 

Circular 
Balanced 

60 1.692 Circular 616 616 21.5 
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CHAPTER 3

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SWITCH/TURNOUT DESIGN FEATURES

Variations in design parameters for the study include tan-
gential and nontangential entry to the switch and the changes
in the radii of the switch and curved closure rails. The effect
of speed on various designs, for both the facing-point
diverging-to-right runs and the trailing-point diverging-to-
left runs, was evaluated and compared with the SEPTA
As-is turnout and a new AREMA Number 8 turnout. Maxi-
mum lateral loads, maximum wheel L/V ratios, maximum
sum (axle) L/V ratios, minimum wheel/rail vertical loads,
maximum lateral accelerations, and the wear indices were
factors in assessing design performance.

Of the various replacement designs listed in Table 3, two
options have lead lengths more or less equal to the SEPTA
turnout: the AREMA Number 8 per Plan No. 920-51 (AREMA
As-is) and the AREMA-Case 2. Both AREMA options have
a lead length of about 59 ft and circular curvature geometry.
The AREMA per Plan has an entry angle while Case 2 is tan-
gential. Based on this information, these two designs are the
most practical replacement options. As such, this report
focuses on the performance comparisons of the B-IV cars
through the SEPTA As-is turnout and these two AREMA
replacement options.

3.1 LATERAL LOADS

Figures 5 and 6 show maximum lateral loads exerted on
the left wheel of Axles 1 and 3 for facing-point diverging-
right runs at 5 to 25 mph. The negative values seen are a
result of the sign convention used in the NUCARS™, indi-
cating that the exerted lateral load on the left wheel is toward
the right side for the facing point runs.

Very high lateral loads arise due to track curvatures of the
AREMA As-is and AREMA-Case 4 turnouts—as much as
20,100 lb on the left wheel of Axle 1 at 25 mph for the
AREMA As-is turnout. Even for lower speeds, these loads
are quite high. The SEPTA As-is switch curvature also gen-
erates high lateral loads on the left wheel of Axle 1 for speeds
greater than 15 mph—as much as 17,500 lb at 25 mph. Com-
paratively, the curvature layout of AREMA-Case 2 turnout
exerts a maximum lateral load of 13,500 lb each on the left
wheel of both Axles 1 and 3 at 25 mph. Moreover, the exerted
lateral loads for this turnout increase rather gradually from

5 to 25 mph. As such, this gradual change in the maximum
lateral loads from 5 to 25 mph is only about 20% for the left
wheel of both Axles 1 and 3 in the facing-point diverging-
right runs.

Figures 7 and 8 show maximum lateral loads exerted on
the right wheel of Axles 1 and 3 for trailing point diverging
left runs. The positive values in these figures indicate that the
exerted lateral load on the right wheel is toward the left side
for these runs. The exerted lateral loads are quite comparable
between the AREMA As-is and AREMA-Case 2 turnout cur-
vatures for both Axles 1 and 3 from 5 to 25 mph; lateral loads
are within 8% of each other for Axle 1 and within 13% of
each other for Axle 3. Also, as against the sudden increase in
the lateral loads for the SEPTA As-is turnout for speeds
greater than 15 mph, the lateral loads increase gradually for
the AREMA As-is and AREMA-Case 2 turnouts in the trail-
ing point runs. This increase is less than 17% for Axle 1 and
less than 19% for Axle 3. For AREMA-Case 2, the highest
lateral load (18,000 lb) occurs on Axle 1 at 25 mph. For the
AREMA As-is design, the highest lateral load (16,000 lb)
occurs on Axle 3 at 25 mph.

As seen in these figures, the “cutoff” speed between the
best and worst performance for the SEPTA As-is turnout is
15 mph. Of all the designs considered, SEPTA As-is performs
best below 15 mph and worst above 15 mph in the trailing
point runs in terms of lateral load. For the right wheel of Axle
1, the increase in lateral load is 7% between 5 and 15 mph
while an increase of about 44% occurs from 15 to 25 mph.
For the right wheel of Axle 3, these increases are about 23%
and 79.5% for the 5 to 15 and 15 to 25 mph speed ranges,
respectively. The highest lateral load exerted is 21,700 lb on
the right wheel of Axle 3 at 25 mph.

Figure 9 shows histories of wheel lateral loads with respect
to distance (distance refers to the first axle) through the
SEPTA As-is, AREMA As-is, and AREMA-Case 2 turnouts
at 25 mph. Figure 10 provides these histories at 15 mph. A
comparison of these two figures shows that the lateral load
characteristic behavior of a B-IV car through a particular
turnout remains basically the same at both low and high
speeds. Only the magnitudes of the exerted lateral loads dif-
fer: they are lower at low speeds. Also the adverse effect from
the “kink” angle at the point of switch is reduced substantially
at lower speeds. The parametric study with respect to speed



was conducted up to the possible 25 mph for these cars in the
diverging runs. As the worst behavior is expected at higher
speeds, the behavior of a B-IV car at 25 mph through the var-
ious turnouts is the one that is comparatively analyzed below.

As shown in Figure 9, the first lateral load spike for the
facing point run through the SEPTA As-is turnout occurs
when Axle 1 is just past the point of switch at 156 ft, and then
at about 210 ft after exiting from the “spiral-out” radius of
420 ft of the turnout. The car body acting as a rigid chord of
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the track curvature forces the left wheel of Axle 3, on the
other hand, to achieve its first maximum while still on the
tangent portion before the point of switch. Axle 3 appears to
achieve a radial position beyond this point except when exit-
ing the “spiral-out” radius of 420 ft and achieves another
maximum then. Back and forth lateral bumping on and off of
the left rail of the wheels of Axles 1 and 3 is apparent from
the maximum and minimum locations of the wheel loads in
this figure. A smooth steering through the turnout is not obvi-

Figure 6. Lateral load comparison between SEPTA and AREMA turnouts: left wheel,
axle 3, facing point diverging right runs.

Figure 5. Lateral load comparison between SEPTA and AREMA turnouts: left wheel,
axle 1, facing point diverging right runs.



ous from these plots and is probably attributable to the tight-
ness of the spiral geometry of this turnout with respect to the
long truck centers and wheelbase of the car.

This “spiral tightness” of the SEPTA As-is turnout is also
obvious from the lateral loads exerted on the right wheels in
the trailing point run shown in Figure 9. A series of striking
the right rail and then bouncing off it, starting right from the
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entry to the spiral at about 100 ft, is obvious in these plots of
the lateral loads on the right wheels. Location of the point of
switch is at 144 ft for the trailing point runs. Lateral load
spikes for the right wheel of both Axles 1 and 3 therefore cor-
respond to the abrupt change in curvature about the point of
switch location. Rapidly changing axle yaw to accommodate
various radii of the track curvature together with car body

Figure 7. Lateral load comparison between SEPTA and AREMA turnouts: right wheel,
axle 1, trailing point diverging left runs.

Figure 8. Lateral load comparison between SEPTA and AREMA turnouts: right
wheel, axle 3, trailing point diverging left runs.



twist are probably the reasons for the steering “turbulence”
obvious in these lateral load plots.

Again, as shown in Figure 9, the “signatures” of lateral
load exerted on the wheels of both Axles 1 and 3 with respect
to distance are mostly similar for the AREMA As-is and
AREMA-Case 2 turnouts, except at the location of the point
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of switch in the facing point runs. The effect of the “kink”
angle is negligible in the trailing point runs. The lateral load
spikes seen for the trailing point runs in this figure are due to
the change from a finite radius of curvature to an infinite
radius of curvature. In the facing point runs, the presence of
the “kink” angle greatly adds to the effect produced by change

Figure 9. Lateral loads on left and right wheels of axles 1 and 3 at 25 mph.

Left Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Facing Point SEPTA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 156 feet

Right Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Trailing Point SEPTA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 144 feet

Right Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Trailing Point AREMA-Case 2, 
Point of Switch = 144 feet

Left Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Facing Point AREMA-Case 2, 
Point of Switch = 156 feet

Right Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Trailing Point AREMA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 144 feet

Left Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Facing Point AREMA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 156 feet



in the curvature at the point of switch. A comparison of lat-
eral loads between AREMA As-is with kink angle and the
AREMA-Case 2 without kink angle, shows that the sudden
change in direction due to the “kink” angle can increase lat-
eral loads in the vicinity of the point of switch as much as
3 times when the kink angle is present.
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On the other hand, a comparison with the SEPTA turnout
shows that the progression of exerted lateral loads on wheels
through the curvatures of these AREMA turnouts is more
predictable. As an example, the sudden change in direction
due to the kink angle that produces a sharp lateral load spike
for the left wheel of Axle 1 in the facing point run. However,

Figure 10. Lateral loads on left and right wheels of axles 1 and 3 at 15 mph.

Left Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Facing Point SEPTA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 156 feet

Right Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Trailing Point SEPTA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 144 feet

Right Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Trailing Point AREMA-Case 2, 
Point of Switch = 144 feet

Left Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Facing Point AREMA-Case 2, 
Point of Switch = 156 feet

Right Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Trailing Point AREMA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 144 feet

Left Wheel Axles 1 & 3, Facing Point AREMA As-is, 
Point of Switch = 156 feet



the wheel quickly recovers and then resumes a rather smooth
steering through the switch rail and closure rail curves gener-
ating gradually increasing lateral loads due only to the curva-
ture effect till exiting to the tangent portion at the frog. The
left wheel of Axle 3 follows the same pattern. In trailing point
runs, a smoother negotiation of B-IV cars through the curva-
ture of the AREMA As-is turnout than those of the SEPTA
As-is and AREMA-Case 2 turnouts is obvious. The radii of
curvature of the AREMA As-is turnout are larger. Also, the
individual curve lengths in it are longer; therefore, the car
body chord effect does not seem to affect the lateral loads for
this turnout unduly, although a marginal chord effect is
apparent for the AREMA-Case 2 turnout due to a few erratic
changes in the lateral loads for this turnout.

To summarize, comparable lateral wheel loads at speeds
lower than 15 mph and lower lateral wheel loads at speeds
greater than 15 mph, with respect to the SEPTA As-is turnout,
are generated for the AREMA-Case 2 turnout. Further, there
is evidence of smoother steering through the AREMA-Case
2 turnout than through the SEPTA As-is turnout. The switch,
with its larger radius closure curve, does not suffer as much
from the adverse effects of a tight curvature: car body twist,
the chord effect and rapidly changing axle yaw. From the
study of lateral loads, it therefore appears that the AREMA-
Case 2 design could be a good replacement option for the
SEPTA As-is turnout.

3.2 ACCELERATIONS

With respect to the lateral and yaw accelerations of Axles
1 and 3 at 25 mph, Figures 11 through 13 depict an “agitated”
negotiation of the B-IV cars through the SEPTA As-is
turnout against the rather “quiet” negotiation of the same cars
through both the AREMA As-is and AREMA-Case 2 turnout
curvatures. Figures 14 through 16 show that a similar con-
clusion can be derived at lower speeds from a comparison of
these accelerations at 15 mph. A comparison of lateral and
yaw accelerations of the axles at 15 and 25 mph also shows
that the characteristic behavior of the B-IV cars through a
particular turnout curvature remains the same at low and high
speeds. In particular for the SEPTA As-is turnout, it is appar-
ent that at the lower speed of 15 mph many changes in axle
yaw acceleration occur in order to accommodate various cur-
vatures, but these changes are not very severe. Also, it may
be noted from Figures 11, 12, 15, and 16 that the high accel-
eration spikes, associated with the change from infinite radius
of the tangent track to the finite radius of the curved track, are
either eliminated or dramatically reduced at lower speed.
This behavior is clearer for trailing point runs.

A comparison of the responses of the B-IV car at the high-
est possible speed of 25 mph through these turnouts shows
that, except in the neighborhood of the point of switch and/or
while transiting from an infinite radius of the tangent track to
the finite radius of the turnout curvature, axle lateral and yaw
accelerations for both the AREMA As-is and AREMA-Case
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2 turnouts are very small in magnitude in both the facing and
trailing point runs. Also, these accelerations are more or less
constant over most of the length of the main curves of these
turnouts. Such a constancy of accelerations would happen
only with the smooth steering of the B-IV cars through these
turnouts. For the SEPTA As-is turnout this, of course, is not
so. Rapid changes in accelerations occur due to the long car
adjusting to many radius of curvature changes in the turnout—
an indication that the steering is not smooth. For the AREMA
turnouts, these rapid changes do not occur, and both Axles 1
and 3 appear to steer the B-IV cars smoothly through these
turnouts.

3.3 OTHER PARAMETERS

Figures 17 through 26 provide various plots of other pa-
rameters, such as vertical wheel loads, car body accelerations,
bolster accelerations, and L/V ratios. The graphs in these
plots are pretty much self-explanatory and reinforce the fact
that the AREMA-Case 2 turnout curvature geometry is bet-
ter suited for B-IV cars than that of the SEPTA As-is turnout
even at low operating speeds. Only a very brief description
of these parameters is given in the following sections.

3.3.1 Wheel Vertical Loads

Two factors are important when investigating wheel ver-
tical loads: (1) magnitude of the range between loading and
unloading of a wheel and the axle-to-axle variation of this
range—this will indicate the ride quality as to whether the car
is rocking and twisting through the turnout; and (2) the
amount of unloading in comparison to the wheel static load—
this is important to assess the possibility of rail roll over
because of the high lateral loads exerted by a yawed axle.

Figures 17 through 19 show minimum and maximum wheel
vertical loads on all axles of the B-IV car, in the facing point
and trailing point runs from 5 to 25 mph, for SEPTA As-is,
AREMA As-is, and AREMA-Case 2 turnouts, respectively.
Also, in Table 4, the maximum unloading, loading, and the
range of vertical wheel loads at 25 mph for these three turnouts
are tabulated. As seen in Table 4, wheel unloading of as
much as 89.5% below the wheel static load occurs at left
wheel of Axle 3 in facing point run at 25 mph for the SEPTA
As-is turnout. The maximum loading for this same wheel is
about 67.1% above the static wheel load at 25 mph. This is a
very large range. For the left wheel of Axle 1, the range is
18.3% unloading to 71.5% loading. A comparison of the
maximum ranges of wheel vertical loads between leading
and trailing trucks shows that the range is as much as 138%
larger on the trailing truck wheels than on the leading truck
wheels. This is also evident for the trailing point run.

For a facing point run at 25 mph, the AREMA As-is
turnout curvature generates a maximum unloading of 100%
for the wheels of the rear axle of the rear truck. As such, the

(text continues on page 26)
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Figure 11. Lateral and yaw accelerations of axles 1 and 3 for “SEPTA As-is” turnouts at 25 mph.

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3
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Figure 12. Lateral and yaw accelerations of axles 1 and 3 for AREMA As-is turnouts at 25 mph.

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3
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Figure 13. Lateral and yaw accelerations of axles 1 and 3 for AREMA-Case 2 turnouts at 25 mph.

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3
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Figure 14. Lateral and yaw accelerations of axles 1 and 3 for “SEPTA As-is” turnouts at 15 mph.

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3
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Figure 15. Lateral and yaw accelerations of axles 1 and 3 for AREMA As-is turnouts at 15 mph.

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3
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Figure 16. Lateral and yaw accelerations of axles 1 and 3 for AREMA-Case 2 turnouts at 15 mph.

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Yaw
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Point of Switch = 144 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3

Facing Point Diverging Right, Point of Switch = 156 ft Lateral
Accelerations of Axles 1 & 3
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Figure 17. Minimum and maximum vertical wheel loads for SEPTA As-is turnout for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 18. Minimum and maximum vertical wheel loads for AREMA As-is turnout for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 19. Minimum and maximum vertical wheel loads for AREMA-Case 2 turnout for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.



maximum ranges on these wheels are quite large. A check of
the history of the 25-mph run, however, showed that Axle 4
at the time of 100% unloading was still on the tangent track
before the point of switch, the axle was almost radial, and
that the lateral load was zero at this instant. In the trailing
point run at 25 mph through this turnout, the maximum
unloading, loading, and range of vertical loads on all wheels
are quite small however.

In contrast, for the AREMA-Case 2 turnout at 25 mph, the
maximum unloading, loading, and range of vertical loads on
all wheels are quite small for both the facing point and trailing
point runs. These much smaller ranges between vertical load-
ing and unloading of the B-IV car wheels for the AREMA-
Case 2 turnout only indicate a much improved ride quality
over that of the SEPTA As-is turnout.

3.3.2 Car Body and Bolster Accelerations

Figures 20 and 21 shows the most negative and most pos-
itive car body lateral and yaw accelerations at speeds from
5 to 25 mph. Figure 22 shows the most negative and positive
lateral accelerations for the leading bolster. A comparison of
car body lateral accelerations shows that the B-IV car body
has less acceleration through the curvature of AREMA-Case
2 turnout than the SEPTA As-is turnout over all of the speeds
from 5 to 25 mph. In fact, this acceleration response of the
car body improves comparatively for the AREMA-Case 2
turnout at higher speeds. Car body yaw accelerations also
show a similar trend. Bolster lateral accelerations are quite
close to each other for the AREMA-Case 2 and SEPTA As-is
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turnouts in the facing point runs. In the trailing point runs,
bolster accelerations in AREMA-Case 2 turnout are quite
low as compared with the SEPTA As-is turnout. Again, there
is a comparative improvement for AREMA-Case 2 turnout
at higher speeds in the trailing point runs.

A better ride quality through the AREMA-Case 2 turnout
is therefore indicated by the smaller car body lateral and yaw
accelerations, as shown in Figures 20 and 21, and smaller
bolster lateral accelerations, shown in Figure 22.

3.3.3 Wheel and Axle L/V Ratios

Figures 23, 24, and 25 show the most negative and most
positive wheel L/V ratios for SEPTA As-is, AREMA As-is,
and AREMA-Case 2 turnouts, respectively, for speeds from
5 to 25 mph. Axle sum L/V ratios for these turnouts are given
in Figure 26.

The attacking, or steering, axles are the first and third axles.
For the facing-point diverging-right runs, the most important
wheel is the left wheel of Axle 1; and for the trailing-point
diverging-left runs, it is the right wheel of Axle 1. As seen in
Figure 23, the corresponding maximum L/V ratios on these
wheels are −0.757 at 25 mph in the facing point run, and from
1.06 to 1.08 between 15 and 25 mph in the trailing point runs
through the SEPTA As-is turnout. The same for AREMA
As-is turnout are −1.02 and 0.963, both at 25 mph (Figure 24).
In Figure 25, these values for the AREMA-Case 2 turnout are
−0.694 for left wheel of Axle 1 and 0.944 for the right wheel
of Axle 1, respectively, for the facing point and trailing point

TABLE 4 Maximum unloading, loading and range of vertical wheel loads for SEPTA As-is, AREMA As-is, and
AREMA-Case 2 turnouts at 25 mph

Facing Point Run SEPTA As-is AREMA As-is AREMA-Case 2 
25 mph Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) Max (%) 

Wheel Axle Unloading Loading Range Unloading Loading Range Unloading Loading Range 
Left 1 18.3 71.5 89.8 16.1 50.2 66.3 2.8 53.1 55.9 

Right 1 66.2 19.3 85.5 44.4 23.7 68.1 48.1 7.5 55.6 

Left 2 23.4 74.5 97.9 59.6 39.1 98.7 21.2 53.9 75.1 

Right 2 69.1 28.1 97.2 34.2 59.8 94.0 47.6 21.5 69.1 

Left 3 89.5 67.1 156.6 5.0 64.2 69.2 1.3 56.8 58.1 

Right 3 61.7 42.1 103.8 59.6 10.4 70.0 51.2 6.8 58.0 
Left 4 46.3 87.0 133.3 100.0 114.2 214.2 14.6 47.2 61.8 

Right 4 81.8 52.4 134.2 100.0 23.7 123.7 41.2 20.0 61.2 

 
Trailing Point 

25 mph 
Wheel Axle 

 

Left 1 52.3 11.9 64.2 36.6 8.2 44.8 49.0 6.8 55.8 

Right 1 6.5 56.8 63.3 3.6 42.1 45.7 0.6 54.6 55.2 

Left 2 68.0 41.4 109.4 30.5 18.5 49.0 49.0 14.8 63.8 

Right 2 26.4 73.7 100.1 17.5 35.5 53.0 13.1 54.6 67.7 

Left 3 64.8 28.8 93.6 29.2 11.2 40.4 38.7 10.4 49.1 

Right 3 22.7 70.8 93.5 10.9 34.0 44.9 11.7 43.6 55.3 
Left 4 84.6 44.3 128.9 29.2 22.2 51.4 42.8 25.1 67.9 

Right 4 35.3 89.9 125.2 24.2 34.7 58.9 27.4 48.0 75.4 

(text continues on page 37)
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Figure 20. Most negative and most positive car body lateral accelerations in facing point and trailing point runs for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 21. Most negative and most positive car body yaw accelerations in facing point and trailing point runs for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 22. Most negative and most positive lead bolster lateral accelerations in facing point and trailing point runs for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 23. Most negative and most positive wheel L/V ratios for SEPTA As-is turnout for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 24. Most negative and most positive wheel L/V ratios for AREMA As-is turnout for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 25. Most negative and most positive wheel L/V ratios for AREMA-Case 2 turnout for speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 26. Comparison of axle sum L/V ratios between SEPTA As-is, AREMA As-is, and AREMA-Case 2 turnouts for
speeds from 5 to 25 mph.
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Figure 27. Tread and flange wear indices of axle 1 wheels at 25 mph for the SEPTA As-is turnout.

Facing Point Diverging Right, Left Wheel Facing Point Diverging Right, Right Wheel

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Left Wheel Trailing Point Diverging Left, Right Wheel
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Figure 28. Tread and flange wear indices of axle 1 wheels at 25 mph for AREMA-Case 2 turnout.

Facing Point Diverging Right, Left Wheel Facing Point Diverging Right, Right Wheel

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Left Wheel Trailing Point Diverging Left, Right Wheel
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Figure 29. Tread and flange wear indices of axle 1 wheels at 25 mph for AREMA As-is turnout.

Facing Point Diverging Right, Left Wheel Facing Point Diverging Right, Right Wheel

Trailing Point Diverging Left, Left Wheel Trailing Point Diverging Left, Right Wheel



runs. Again, the negative results are due to the lateral load
sign convention used in the NUCARS™ program.

Given that the increase in vertical wheel loading is higher
in the SEPTA As-is turnout, the L/V ratios have greater sig-
nificance in this turnout than in the AREMA-Case 2 turnout.
Correspondingly, rail rollover is more of a possibility for the
SEPTA As-is turnout than the AREMA-Case 2 turnout.
Also, the possibility of wheel climb derailment, as indicated
by a greater wheel L/V ratio than the threshold value of 1.0
of the Nadal criterion (8) (dry wheel and rail conditions),
should not be overlooked for the SEPTA As-is turnout for
speeds from 15 to 25 mph in the trailing point runs or for the
AREMA As-is turnout at 25 mph in the facing point run.

Given that wheels are not independently attached to the car
body, the effect of the connection by the axle of the two
wheels is given as axle sum L/V ratios (Figure 26). The effect
on gage spreading by the wheels of the yawed axle is gener-
ally gauged by this parameter. As can be seen in the graphs in
Figure 26, all sum L/V ratios on Axles 1 and 3 are less than
1.5 (except for the SEPTA As-is turnout between speeds from
15 to 25 mph in the trailing point runs). In addition to the gage
widening, the possibility of wheel climb derailment, as indi-
cated by a greater axle sum L/V ratio than the threshold value
of 1.5 of the Weinstock criterion (9) (dry wheel and rail con-
ditions), should not be overlooked for the SEPTA As-is
turnout for speeds from 15 to 25 mph in the trailing point runs.

3.4 WEAR INDICES

Wear indices relate the energy dissipated in the wheel/rail
contact patch to the wheel wear. In NUCARS™, this is cal-
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culated by multiplying the creep forces by the creepages
(slips). Separate wear indices are calculated for the tread and
flange of each wheel. Units for the wear index are in inch-
pounds per inch. The wear index can be seen as a measure of
the drag induced in the contact patch, and therefore also
relates to the rolling resistance of wheel-on-rail contact.

Figures 27, 28, and 29 give wear indices of left and right
wheels of Axle 1 for both the facing point and trailing point
runs, respectively, for the SEPTA As-is, AREMA-Case 2,
and AREMA As-is turnouts. Barring the huge spikes (about
500,000 pounds-inch per inch of tread wear) in the facing
point run at the point of switch in the AREMA As-is turnout,
the magnitudes of the energy dissipated in the wheel/rail con-
tact area are more or less of the same order for the SEPTA
As-is, AREMA As-is, and the AREMA-Case 2 turnouts. The
huge spike occurs because of the kink angle at the point of
switch in the AREMA As-is turnout. On average, it would be
of negligible consequence on the overall wear in the turnout
and should be interpreted as such.

As expected, a two-point contact occurs on the high rail,
and a one-point contact occurs on the low rail of the turnouts.
This is apparent by finite wear also occurring for the tread of
the left wheel in the facing-point diverging-right runs and the
tread of the right wheel in the trailing-point diverging-left
runs. On the other hand, absences of flange wear on right
wheel in the facing point runs and on the left wheel in the
trailing point runs indicate a one-point contact. Wear index
signatures for both the tread and flange are very uniform (less
noise) for the AREMA-Case 2 turnout and nonuniform (more
noise) for the SEPTA As-is turnout. A uniformity of wear in
the AREMA-Case 2 turnout indicates a smoother ride through
this turnout in comparison with the SEPTA As-is turnout.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The as-built SEPTA tangential design spiraled geometry
switch in a Number 8 turnout performs well in comparison
with the per-plan AREMA 13-ft curved switch Number 8
turnout. In its intended service, with 5- to 15-mph operations,
the switch is superior to the AREMA switch in minimizing
loads and accelerations. However, the SEPTA switch does
show higher than desired accelerations under B-IV car oper-
ations. An improved performance switch can be developed
for this particular operation.

Parametric studies of some design features were conducted
to determine their effects on switch performance. Tangential
switch entry is essential to the good performance of the
SEPTA switch. Elimination of a kink angle and its resultant
abrupt spike in dynamic loading produce a smooth ride and
more even switch wear. The spiral switch entry and exit curves
are effective at smoothing the ride through the switch by
evening the accelerations. However, the resultant very small
radius closure curve may be detrimental for certain types of
equipment (i.e., longer cars) or service (higher speeds).

In this particular case, the advantages of the SEPTA switch
are not fully utilized with the B-IV cars because of the length
of these cars. The extremely short radius closure curves of the
switch cause the cars to “stringline,” creating relatively high
lateral forces. These forces increase rapidly with speed. The
AREMA designs, with larger radius closure curves, accom-
modate the longer cars better at higher speeds.

The use of AMS castings for the switch points in the SEPTA
switch produces a tough and durable switch point. When the
switches were initially produced, the AMS point was vastly
superior to rail steels of the time. However, modern rail steels
perform as well as AMS in curve wear. The layout of the
switch, with good geometry and guardrails, make the advan-
tages of AMS almost redundant. The high cost of fabricating
AMS switch points makes this a costly choice for modern
switches.

The housed switch point is a feature that provides benefits
for switches with significant diverging traffic. The switch point
is thickened to make it more robust and diminish the risk of
split switch derailments. The stock rail is diminished to accom-
plish this, which may result in a foreshortened life for this com-
ponent. The effect of housing will be to eliminate the sharp
dynamic loading and localized wear at the point of switch seen
in the field on AREMA switches and in the NUCARS™ sim-
ulations done for this study. The running surface discontinu-

ity at the point of switch seen at the gage face is especially
important if guardrails are not used in the switch.

Using guardrails in the switch is necessary for safety rea-
sons; the guardrails ensure that a safe operation is maintained
as the switch wears and deforms. The guardrail and back of
wheel flange contact are nearly vertical, even on worn com-
ponents. Thus, wheel climb is less likely than with worn
wheel flange/switch point contact. As for switch performance,
the dynamic loads in the switch are little changed. Switch
point life is improved by transferring wear from switch point
to guard rail.

Use of guardrails in front of the switch protects the switch
points from impacts. The need for, or effectiveness of, the
guardrails is diminished by the good switch geometry and
housed point design of the SEPTA switch.

The idea of separating the point of switch from the point
of curvature (or point of spiral, in the case of the SEPTA
switch), where the point of curvature comes first, is good for
relatively low speed mainline operations. The mainline trains
have to negotiate a small curve as a penalty for making the
diverging route curve somewhat larger. This design is a com-
promise between a lateral switch and an equilateral switch
but is biased heavily toward a lateral switch configuration.
This also helps the curved switch point at the expense of the
straight switch point by lining up wheels for the diverging
route curve prior to the switch point, thereby contributing to
the good wear performance of the SEPTA switches.

The performance of the replacement option AREMA Num-
ber 8 nontangential turnout (designated as AREMA As-is)
having an angle at point of 1 deg 41 ft 31 in. is poor to some-
what equivalent as compared with the SEPTA As-is turnout.
Very high lateral loads arise due to the entry angle or kink
angle of the AREMA As-is turnout. These loads are as high
as 20,100 lb at 25 mph on the left wheel of Axle 1 in the
facing-point diverging-right run. Even at lower speeds, high
lateral loads are produced—as much as 14,300 lb at 5 mph
on the left wheel of Axle 1. Performances evaluated in terms
of L/V ratios, lateral accelerations of axles, bolsters, and car
body suggest that AREMA As-is is not on par with the per-
formance of the existing SEPTA As-is turnout.

The performance of the SEPTA As-is switch when used
by the B-IV car is highly speed dependent. Up to 15 mph, the
SEPTA As-is switch performs better than AREMA type
switches of similar lead length. However, performance dimin-
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ishes rapidly with operating speeds above 10 to 15 mph. For
example, in trailing-point diverging-left runs, lateral loads as
much as 21,700 lb at 25 mph are generated on the right wheel
of Axle 3. Even though the track curvature layout of this
turnout contains a tangential entry to the spiral (840 to 210 ft)
with an exit spiral of 210 to 420 ft corresponding to the fac-
ing point diverging right runs, the “tightness” of the spiral
geometry with respect to the long truck centers and wheelbase
of the B-IV cars gives rise to nonsmooth steering through this
turnout due to the car body acting as a long rigid chord of the
track curve. This chord accommodation to various radii of
the track curvature is evidenced by high wheel lateral loads,
rapidly changing axle lateral and yaw accelerations, high ver-
tical unloading and loading of the wheels, and high L/V ratios.
A degenerated ride quality is therefore evident for the SEPTA
As-is turnout.

Thus, both switch designs have deficiencies for service
with the B-IV cars at speeds above 10 to 15 mph. A better
switch would employ the good features of each design:

• Tangential switch entry of SEPTA designs and
• Large closure radius of AREMA designs.

The modeled AREMA-Case 2 is an example of this type
of switch. The lack of “tightness” of the track curvatures (and
consequently the removal of the adverse effects due to car
body twist, its chord effect, and rapid changes in axle yaw)
are evident in the performance of the B-IV cars on the
AREMA-Case 2 turnout. This replacement option consists of

a tangential entry to a switch rail of 372-ft radius and a clo-
sure rail of the same radius as the switch radius to give a lead
length of 59 ft, which is very close to the lead length of the
SEPTA As-is turnout.

Smooth steering of B-IV cars through the curvature of the
AREMA-Case 2 turnout results for both the facing point and
trailing point runs. Wheel lateral loads increase gradually
from 5 to 25 mph. This change in the maximum wheel lateral
loads from 5 mph to 25 mph is less than 20%. The improved
ride quality is also evident from smaller car body lateral and
yaw accelerations, reduced axle lateral and yaw accelera-
tions, lesser vertical unloading and loading of the wheels, and
lower L/V ratios. The improved ride quality results in tread
and flange wear indices that are generally uniform through
the turnout curvature, indicating an even wear and probably
a longer life for the AREMA-Case 2 turnout.

For speeds less than 15 mph, performance of B-IV cars
through the diverging route of the SEPTA As-is turnout is
marginal at best. At speeds higher than 15 mph, the ride qual-
ity of these “long” cars degrades very fast. Of the various
replacement curvatures analyzed, it appears that the AREMA-
Case 2 turnout will be the best replacement for the existing
SEPTA As-is turnout for all speeds from 5 to 25 mph. The
ride quality of the B-IV cars improves significantly through
the AREMA-Case 2 turnout curvature as compared with the
SEPTA As-is turnout curvature.

The second phase of this project will develop a prototype
switch for transit use. The AREMA-Case 2 switch geometry
will serve as a starting point for the design of the switch.
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Abbreviations used without definitions in TRB publications:

AASHO American Association of State Highway Officials
AASHTO American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
APTA American Public Transportation Association
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATA American Trucking Associations
CTAA Community Transportation Association of America
CTBSSP Commercial Truck and Bus Safety Synthesis Program
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FHWA Federal Highway Administration
FMCSA Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
FRA Federal Railroad Administration
FTA Federal Transit Administration
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ITE Institute of Transportation Engineers
NCHRP National Cooperative Highway Research Program
NCTRP National Cooperative Transit Research and Development Program
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NTSB National Transportation Safety Board
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
TCRP Transit Cooperative Research Program
TRB Transportation Research Board
U.S.DOT United States Department of Transportation
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